
luxuries you would expec: a car 
that looks as good (and costs as 
much) as the Rapier are there too. 

Though we could Dot extend our 
test car, the odd b t of speed 
cornering and p CK-up-in-gears 
tests looked ex remely promising. 
A slight tendency to understeer 
was obvious under hard cornering. 
Claimed figures for 0-50 of 8.5 sec
onds seemed quite credible. 

For a relatively heavy, twin
carburettor car, the Rapier returns 
fairly good mpg figures. Cruising 
gives between 31 and 29 mpg, de
pending on speed; round town you 
can expect nearer 25. Top speed 
is a claimed ton, and though we 
couldn't take our test car to much 
more than 70, we would expect 
the figure to be fairly accurate, 
give or take a mile or two. Zero 
to 50 would probably come up 
pretty close to the claimed 8.6 sec
onds of England's Motor magazine. 

Things we specially liked about 
the Rapier were the futuristic two
tone (black and maroon) inside 
door trim, the good driving posi
tion, the under-bonnet foam pad
jing and sound-proofing, the self
cancelling overdrive on third and 
top, the super fast acting and easy
to-get-at washers. We didn't like 
the front-opening bonnet, the in
accessible starter, the VlSlon
blocking rear-view mirror and the 
lack of head room in the back 

But then it is a fastback. 
Surprisingly the Rapier is sell

ing a little slowly in Britain. Its 
gearbox is probably better than 
that of its competition - BMW 
1600, Rover 2000 and Triumph 
2000 - and It's steering is almost 
as good as the BMW's, being both 
light and fast. Handling may be 
one of the reasons. The Rapier 
gives the impression It may easily 
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run out of adhesion on fast com
ers. Body movement is a bit 
noticeable too on poor roads. 

A sleek silhouette and smooth 
interior isn't all the Sunbeam has 
to offer by any means. Beneatl. 
the sophisticated exterior is onl 
of the most highly-developed mills 
on the road today. The 1.7-litre 
engine pumps out 94 bhp in a most 
workmanlike way. 

Despite all these refinements the 
Rapier breaks with fashion and 
uses a manual choke. Starting is 
typical Rootes: full choke, no 
prime, start up, rev up, half
choke for a few seconds, then take 
off. Bore and stroke of the 107 ftl 
lb maximum torque engine are 
3.21 x 3.25 ins. Compression ratio 
is a fairly high 9.2 to one. Sus
pension is fully-independent up 
front; semi-elliptic leaf springs 
with telescopic shocks at rear. 

Steering is via a Burman re-cir. 
culating ball. Turns lock to lock 
are 3.3 and turning circle 33~ feet. 
Petrol tank - filled via a chromed 
racing type cap - holds 15 gallon~ 
and takes you about 460 miles of 
careful motoring. As with the 
higher-priced Rootes machines 
these days the ventilation, heating, 
demisting fresh-air systems are 
multiple and magnificent. 

Minus passengers and petrol the 
Rapier weighs in at 2142 lb. In con
tradiction to modem t.rends only 
two optional extras are offered with 
the Rapier - white-walled tyres 
and Borg-Warner automatic trans
mission. 

But perhaps that in itself is 
testimony to the excellence of the 
standard article. == 

Nestling snugly in cell is the com· 
pact 1.7-litre ohv four-cylinder en
gine. Note vast air-cleaner at right. 

~AT has two doors, two bucket 
seats, automatic shift, disc 

brakes, a 5-litre V8 engine and a 
slippery diff? The answer, believe 
it or not, is a Holden utility. Not 
the sort of ute you'd like your 
daughter to marry, but one GM-H 
nevertheless put together for me 
to test. And one it will put together 
for you to buy. Ford also got car
ried away with its Press test ute 
and fitted it with a Mustang V8, 
plus discs. The other ute we tested 
-a first-of-its-type Austin 1800-
sounds modest by comparison. A 
measly four cylinders. But it had 
more tray space. And isn't that 
what utes are all about? 

While we had the '68 models on 
test we also came across a "Baby" 
Austin pick-up which started life 
about 42 years ago. r.t provided us 
with a way-out comparison - and 
a timely reminder of automotive 
advances over three generations. 

Fundamentally utilities represent 
a compromise between car and 
light truck. They provide the com
fort of a car for two or three peo
ple, yet are rugged enough to carry 
a reasonable load. In a word they're 
utilitarian. New-model utilities usu
ally slink on to the market a few 
months after the trumpet-fanfare 
release of the sedan they're model
led on. Most are destined to be 
insanely-driven delivery and ser
vice vehicles. Yet because of their 
versatility a few find their way 
into private motorists' car-ports. A 
glance at the records shows just 
how important light commercial 
vehicles are to the major manu
facturers. GM-H, for example, says 
one in every eight Holdens built 
Is a "light commercial". 

In many ways the Holden and 
Falcon utilities are akin. The test 
models were both "deluxe" ver
sions - the Holden was a Kings
wood and the Falcon a. "500". Both 
had big V8s, discs and automatic 
transmission. We thought all the 
goodies were great. But a business
man contemplating entrusting a 

The Austin 1800 ute - handled as 
though it was on rails. 



new ute . to an 18-year-old delivery 
boy might think differently. Our 
fears that vehicles with so much 
power and so little weight over the 
back wheels might prove a little 
frightening weren't altogether 
founded. When pushed they cer
tainly "hung out" on tight corners. 
But handling generally was sur
prisingly predictable. The Austin 
1800 ute looked modest and handled 
as though it was on rails. And 
recorded more than 30 mpg fully 
loaded. Which makes the under 
20 mpg V8s look a bit sick. Like the 
Holden and Falcon it hlld auto
matic transmiSSion ; a refinement 
that seems out of place on what 
are supposed to be commercial 
vehicles. To see just how far utes 
had come over the years we also 
ootained one of the first utes ever 
to appear in Australia - a "Baby" 
Austin. 

The Baby Austin we drove had 
a manual box: three-on-the-fioor 

to be precisa. Crash? Of course. 
What it lost on size (the cabin is 
barely big enough for two pygmies) 
it made up for on cuteness. 

"Everyone thinks it's a darling," 
says Rick Bradley who uses the 
baby ute to deliver goods from his 
old wares shop in Glebe, Sydney. 
"After all, not many utes are con
vertibles - and it's got wire wheels 
too. And you'd be surprised just 
how much you can get in the back." 

The 1968 utes all had one fail
ing in common - lack of strong 
tie-down points for the load. The 
Falcon has a lace-down tonneau 
as standard, and these light hooks 
can be used to secure the load to 
a degree. The Holden has an 
optional lace-down tonneau, and its 
hooks would also steady a light 
load. But neither had anything you 
could lash a piano to. The 1800 had 
no tie-down points at all, '3.S the 
only tonneau available is a clip
down type. However, it had one 

good feature the others didn't have 
- wooden "rub" rails along the 
top of the tray sides and tailgate. 
They protect paintwork during 
loading and unloading and can 
easily be replaced. 

As the table shows, the Holden 
and Falcon have almost identical 
tray dimensions. Despite its smaller 
overall measurements, the 1800 has 
greater usable tray area than 
either the Ford or GM-H vehicles. 
Because of the front-wheel-drive 
and h:rdrolastic suspension, the 
1800 gets away with smaller rear 
wheel arches. And this is where it 
has its big advantage. 

The reports below give more 
detailed accounts of the three 
major utilities tested, and give a 
brief run down on some of the 
ethers currently available. 

As tested, the Holden ute sells 
for $2771. Quite a sum. But after 
all it is a Kingswood ($80 more 
than the Belmont for a start), has 



V8 automatic transmission and 
limited slip differential ($470 for 
the "package") power-assisted disc 
brakes ($52), bucket seats ($46), 
tonneau cover ($20), and fancy 
wheel trims ($29). The other $14 
is accounted for by a console, or 
"separator", which runs between 
the front seats. The basic Belmont, 
with 161 cubic ins. six-cylinder 
engine, three-speed manual trans
mission (no syncro in low), bench 
seat, drum brakes, no tonneau and 
unlimited slip diff sells for $2060. 

The two-speed Powerglide trans
mission and S-litre V8 combination 
works out well, and reminded us 
just how much more preferable 
this set-up is to the two-speed! 
6-cylinder combination. The slip
pery diff was a great help. But· 
around town, in the wet, rear
wheel traction was still a problem. 
The wagon was much happier on 
the highway and thrived on high
speed cruising, even with half a 

(-;.-:) r', 'if' 
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ton of ballast on board. The power
assisted discs made the Holden 
stop as surely as anything around, 
even loaded up. 

The bucket seats too m&de 
-driving more comfortable than it 
would have been perched on a 
bench, but made it impossible to 
carry more than one passenger in 
comfort in the cabin. Most buyers 
we feel would sacrifice the comfort 
of buckets to enable three people 
to be seated. The Holden bas a 
high back and consequently a lot 
more goods can be carried under
cover of the tonneau. The back is 
so high though that rearward 
vision is impaired under some ClI

cumstances. Even with no <Yarl i 
is difficult to see over the eye- e 'el 
tonneau when backing. The high 
sides make re\'erse park.:.n- tri 'Y 
as it is difficul to udge . !it how 
far out from the -erb you :e. 

On the road 

interior rear vision mirror, but this 
usually only occurs going over the 
brow of a hill (or if you're bE:ing 
slipstreamed by a Lotus Elan). 
Anyway this coul-d be overcome 
simply by fitting the interior rear 
vision mirror higher (a shurter 
stem would do) giving a better 
angle of refiection. Fuel consump
tion checks revealed the miles-per
gallon figure varied from 16.5 (load
ed; high-speed cruising) to 20.5 
(unladen; nothing hysterical). The 
V8 was certainly thirsty, but the 
performance compensated for this. 
After all there are not many utes 
around that will wind the speedo 
pointer up to 110. Maybe it was 
just an illUSion, but the V8 ute 
seemed a lot livelier than some of 
lhe V8 Holden sedans we've driven. 

Several small but important 
features got the Falcon 500 ute 
on-side with us first off. Like the 
rear view mirror on the left wing, 
and the lace-down tonneau. As it 
-urned out the lace-down tcnneau 
is standard on all Falcon utes (not 
just the better-appointed "500"), 
and therefore is included in the 
basic price. The additional rear
view mirror was an extra, but it 
sho ed at least that someone at 
Ford had remembered utes are 
b'· to carry loads. The 19 tie-

points for the tonneau are 
made of plastic of all things, and 
&re a-tached to the body by plas

e n.e \Ve wouldn·t vouch for 
err strength.. but at least they 

p de SO_ IEI'HING you can tie 
• ad to. In the test ute the 

_ re V8 was coupled to the 
C'nIise-O-_Iat c -hree-speed trans-

-om a bygone era. This little 
1ust how jar utilities 

pa.ssenger comjort. 

ute (belowj 
bucket seats. 



mission and the regular unlimited 
slip diff. In a bid to improve 
unladen traction, someone had 
installed their own version of the 
LSD - a couple of hefty sandbags 
in the tray. It seems to work in 
thE' dry anyway, however primitive 
the idea. 

Ford's V8 seemed smoother than 
GM-H's, but didn't seem to have 
the General's brute root. Or maybe 
those sandbags took the edge of 
it . . . The Falcon also has one 
thing up on the Holden - big 
7.75 x 14, low-profile tyres. The 
Holden has 6.95 x 14s. They give 
the Falcon a sturdy look and no 
doubt improve roadholding. We 
didn't get a chance to take the 
Falcon for a gallop in the country, 
but no doubt this would have pro
duced a better mpg figure than the 
15 we got round town. 

Steering on the Ford seemed 
heavier than the Holden, but the 
ratio was the same (20 :1) and so 
was the turning circle (36.5 ft). 
Ford's power brakes have a firm 
feel and certainly are not too deli
cate for a farmer's hefty boot. As 
tested, the Falcon "500" utility 
would cost $2873. This includes an 
extra $179 for the V8 (above the 
"500's" standard 3.6-litre six) , $245 
for the "Cruise-O-Matic, $120 for 
the radio, $55 for the power-assisted 
discs and $85 for the heater
demister. The basic ute with 3.1-
litre six engine sells for $208<1.. 

The 1800 has a built-in advant
age - its front engine and front
wheel-drive give it optimum trac
tion, even unladen. Conventional 
utes have to have weight over the 
back wheels to get even reasonable 
traction off the road. This feature 
will no doubt win a few farmers' 
hearts. Its tray space is another 
big selling point; it has more 
usable space than either of the 
big three, Holden, Falcon and 

Valiant. This, and the low deck 
height (22 ins. off the ground) aTe 
largely a result of the independent 
and hydrolastic suspension which 
isn't as bulky as conventional 
springs. BMC claims that even 6 ft 
by 4 ft sheets of wallboard can be 
carried flat on the floor. And none 
of the immediate competition can 
claim that. 

The front-wheel-drive has one 
drawback, however. If you happen 
to carry a load on the tailgate (and 
it is strong enough for a few hun
dred pounds), the traction suffers 
and steering becomes vague. Under 
normal conditions the 1800 handles 
as surely as its sedan counterpart. 
The basic ute has power-assisted 
disc brakes up front as standard 
(you don't have to pay extra fo!' 
what should be standard on a ute 
anyway). We shudder to think 
what braking efficiency some of the 
drum-braked utes have after 
descending a long hill fully laden. 
The heavier-hydrolastic suspension 
makes the 1800 ute pitch more on 

~ .. - ,.,"'; .... ---

Ford's Falcon 500 ute - a big V8, 
discs and automatic transmission. 

wavy road surfaces than the sedan. 
A rear torsion bar provides stabi
lity. The 1800 ute we tested was 
fitted with the optional Borg War
ner 35 automatic transmission 
($240 more than the $2040 man
ual) . It also had the $30 optional 
tonneau. 

Even with the auto, a half-ton 
load and three people aboard. the 
test ute averaged more than 30 
mpg on one 300-mile highway run. 
When we say "more than 30" we 
mean exactly 30.01, rather astound
ing for a commercial vehicle 
nevertheless. However, the price of 
economy is power. Unladen the 
180~ cruises well enough, but 
loaded up the 1800 cc four-cylinder 
engine is made to work hard on 
hills. Like most BMC vehicles, the 
1800 ute is superbly functional. 
And who was the cad who suggested 
it is better looking than the sedan? 

# 

HOW THE UTES MEASURE UP 

HOLDEN FALCON AUSTIN 
Load capacity: 13~ cwt 13 cwt 10~ cwt 

Length: 184.8 ins. 187.4 ins. 173.6 ins. 
Height: 55.8 ins. 55.6 ins. 57.75 ins. 
Width: 71.8 ins. 73.5 ins. 66.75 ins. 

Ground clearance: 7 ins. 7 ins. 7 ins. 
Tray length (Top): 57.9 67.5 64.65 

(At floor): 80.6 80.5 83.32 
(Tailgate open): 101 102 104.56 

Tray width (inside wheel 
arches) : 44.8 44.6 48.5 

(Above wheel arches) : 57.8 58 56 
Loading width (tailgate 

open) : 50.5 49.2 50 
Loading height (from 

ground) : 22.3 23 22 
Height of sides (from floor) : 16.7 16.32 20 
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